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We study the 2×2 charge density wave (CDW) in epitaxially-grown monolayer TiSe2. Our temperature-
dependent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements indicate a strong-coupling instability, but
reveal how not all states couple equally to the symmetry-breaking distortion, with an electron pocket persisting
to low temperature as a non-bonding state. We further show how the CDW order can be suppressed by a modest
doping of around 0.06(2) electrons per Ti. Our results provide an opportunity for quantitative comparison with
a realistic tight-binding model, which emphasises a crucial role of structural aspects of the phase transition in
understanding the hybridisation in the ground state. Together, our work provides a comprehensive understanding
of the phenomenology of the CDW in TiSe2 in the 2D limit.
The transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are well-
known for hosting charge density waves (CDW) in their three-
dimensional bulk form, but the evolution of these instabilities
in the two-dimensional monolayer limit remains poorly under-
stood. In some cases, such as 2H-NbSe2, the CDW ordering
of a monolayer takes a similar form to the bulk material [1],
albeit with reports of a dramatically enhanced transition tem-
perature [2]. In other cases, however (notably 1T-VSe2 and
VTe2 [3–6]), the monolayer ordering can be very different.
Furthermore, polymorphs distinct from that of the bulk crystal
structure can be stabilised in the monolayer, such as 1T-NbSe2
[7], which themselves can host unique instabilities. Given the
further possibilities of exploring strain, stoichiometry vari-
ation, substrate interactions, gated devices and heterostruc-
tures, monolayer TMDCs offer an exciting new platform for
exploring many-body instabilities in solids, offering the ad-
vantages of simplicity and tunability compared with their bulk
counterparts.
One of the most well-known and intriguing TMDCs hosting
CDW order is TiSe2. This compound is a narrow-gap semi-
conductor, which nonetheless undergoes an unusual charge
ordering in bulk form at Tc = 200 K, resulting in a 2a×2a×2c
lattice reconstruction [8]. The three-dimensional character of
the CDW is linked to the finite kz-dispersions of both the hole-
and electron-like states [9]. However, a similar 2a×2a charge
instability is known to occur in the 2D limit of monolayer
TiSe2 [10–16]. In particular, angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on monolayer samples
have shown prominent temperature-dependent signatures of
the CDW [11–13], but the nature and origin of the instability
remains controversial. Multiple scenarios have been proposed
[17], with particular interest in the prospect of exciton con-
densate formation [18, 19]. The problem continues to attract
significant theoretical attention, with the monolayer environ-
ment offering new opportunities for quantitative investigation
of different theoretical approaches [20, 21].
In this paper, we perform temperature-dependent ARPES
measurements on monolayer TiSe2 samples grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy (MBE) on graphene-terminated SiC sub-
strates. The system exhibits a narrow band gap of 80±20 meV
at room temperature, which opens up below Tc, reaching
180 meV at low temperatures. We show how the instability
has a strong-coupling nature, and highlight a contrasting be-
haviour of different atomic orbitals in the charge ordering in-
stability. We find that the low temperature dispersions can be
well described by a tight-binding model including the extra
d − p hybridisations introduced by the lattice displacements
in the ordered phase, and identify the observed conduction
band as a non-bonding state, associated with the d3z2−r2 or-
bital projection. Finally, via control of the sample stoichiome-
try, we demonstrate how the CDW ordering can be suppressed
by introducing sufficient Se vacancies, establishing a critical
doping level of 0.06(2) electrons per Ti.
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION
Our 1T-TiSe2 samples are grown by van der Waals epi-
taxy on bilayer graphene-terminated SiC wafers (Fig. 1a) in
a MBE system dedicated to chalcogenide growth (see Meth-
ods). Bilayer formation is avoided by using calibrated growth
setpoints and the growth is stopped while the graphene streaks
are still visible in the reflection high-energy electron diffrac-
tion (RHEED) images (e.g. Fig. 1(b)), leading to partial cov-
erage of monolayer-height islands. The samples were grown
at relatively low substrate temperatures to minimize Se va-
cancy formation (300-400 ◦C) and with slow growth rates (ap-
prox. 1 ML/75 minutes) to optimise adatom diffusion during























































































































































FIG. 1. a) Schematic structure, with a single layer of 1T-TiSe2 grown on bilayer graphene formed on the surface of a SiC substrate (not shown).
b) RHEED images of i) graphene substrate before growth and ii) after growth of monolayer TiSe2. c) LEED pattern (incident beam energy of
170 eV, T =20 K). d) Overview of the electronic structure, dominated by Se-derived valence bands. The upper panel displays the same data
as the lower panel, but with different limits on the colourscale. e) XAS measurement; the structure of the absorption edges reflects the crystal
field splitting of the unoccupied Ti 3d states as shown schematically. L2,3 refers to the standard notation for transitions from the two spin-orbit
split Ti 2p states. f) Fermi surface measurement at T =10 K; hexagon is 1x1 Brillouin zone, see also Fig 2(f).
the growth [22].
For van der Waals epitaxy, there is only a weak interaction
between the epilayer and substrate. As a result, negligible
strain is coupled into the epilayer: the in-plane lattice con-
stant as determined from our RHEED and low-energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED) images (Fig. 1(b,c)) are consistent
with the bulk values. The lack of strong interaction with the
substrate gives rise to a degree of disorder in the rotational
alignment between the monolayer and the substrate. This is
evident in the LEED image in Fig. 1(c). Both the SiC and
graphene give rise to sharp spots with visible superstructure
peaks. For the monolayer TiSe2, however, while the diffrac-
tion is still peaked along the direction aligned with the un-
derlying graphene, the Bragg spots are azimuthally-broadened
(typical full-width half-maximum of ∼ 10 − 15◦), leading to
a weak ring of continuous intensity visible at all azimuthal
angles. The presence of rotational misalignment has an im-
pact on the ARPES measurements that follow; for example
the low-temperature Fermi surface in Fig. 1(f) shows a sim-
ilar azimuthal distribution of intensity to the LEED data (as
also evident in literature measurements of samples prepared
in a similar manner [16]). However, the rotational disorder
does not critically affect the band dispersions as measured
along the important Γ-M orientation, as this high-symmetry
radial cut is less sensitive to the azimuthal smearing effect.
Moreover, this configuration, with weak interaction with the
substrate, allows for investigation of the intrinsic electronic
properties of the monolayer system in a “quasi-freestanding”
environment.
NORMAL-STATE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
We first examine the gross features of the normal-state elec-
tronic structure of monolayer TiSe2. As shown in Fig. 1(d),
we find a bandwidth of approximately 5.5 eV containing six
valence bands, primarily deriving from the 4p orbitals on the
two Se sites. At the Γ point, a prominent band at -2 eV can
be attributed to a Se pz state; in fact, most of the brightest
features in Fig. 1(d) have pz character, which is related to a
strong matrix element in this particular geometry and photon
energy. The out-of-plane pz-derived states bear the strongest
imprint of the spatial confinement of the monolayer sample.
In the bulk, pronounced interlayer hopping processes for the
pz orbitals lead to a large dispersion in the out-of-plane Γ-A
direction for the pz-derived states, with the energy of the pz-
derived band comparable with the other hole bands at the Γ
point [9]. However, in monolayer form, quantum confinement
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FIG. 2. a,b) Measurements of the hole pockets at a) 250 K – above Tc and b) 11 K – well below Tc. c-e) Temperature-dependent measurements
at the M point (temperatures indicated on the figure), showing an electron pocket as well as the development of backfolded hole pockets. f)
Brillouin zone corresponding to the high-temperature (1 × 1) and low-temperature (2 × 2) structure, with the location of the measurements
in (a-e) indicated. g,h) Temperature-dependent EDCs extracted for the Γ and M points respectively (measured from a different sample to that
shown in (a-e)). i) Extracted temperature-dependence of EDC peak positions, from a fitting analysis of the EDCs at Γ (valence bands, open
circles) and M (conduction band, open stars). The smaller filled symbols are from equivalent analysis for the sample shown in (a-e). j) Selected
EDCs at the M point, and multi-peak fit. Peak positions are noted with arrows; note that the conduction band position is quite affected by the
Fermi-Dirac function at high temperatures. The blue peak can be resolved even up to T = 259 K, indicating the persistence of some backfolded
spectral weight at temperatures above Tc.
pushes the pz states to higher binding energies, as observed
here. The pair of hole bands that approach, but do not reach,
the chemical potential at Γ are assigned as px,y character.
At the M point in Fig. 1(d), spectral weight from the bottom
of an electron-like band is observed. However, only a very
small fraction of this band is populated, as the Ti 3d states
from which it derives should be generally unoccupied. These
states may be detected via X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
(XAS, Fig. 1(e)) which probes dipole-allowed transitions be-
tween the Ti 2p core levels and unoccupied Ti 3d states, as
shown by the schematic diagram in Fig. 1(e). This data allows
us to identify separately the transitions into the unoccupied t2g
and eg states [23]. The resolution of distinct t2g and eg mani-
folds, separated by 1.9 eV, indicates that the t2g bandwidth is
smaller than the octahedral crystal field splitting, and points to
a much lower bandwidth for the unoccupied Ti 3d states than
for the occupied Se 4p states. This is expected from the more
local nature of the Ti 3d orbitals, and is consistent with the
much flatter parabolic dispersion of the occupied part of the
conduction band at M evident in our ARPES measurements,
as compared with the Se 4p hole bands at Γ (Fig. 1(d)). The
partial occupation of the conduction band is due to a slight
off-stoichiometry of the samples, and potentially also due to
a small charge transfer from the substrate; all our monolayer
samples were found to be n-doped in this manner. We will
demonstrate control of this doping level below (Fig. 4), and
explore the consequences of its variation on the CDW.
EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES OF A
STRONG-COUPLING CDW
With the global electronic structure established, we now
concentrate on the bands within a few hundred meV of EF ,
which are relevant for the CDW physics. The pz-derived
band lies outwith this range due to the confinement effects
discussed above, and therefore cannot participate in the CDW









































































ordering. In Fig. 2 we show temperature-dependent ARPES
measurements across the CDW transition. Similar data has
been already reported [11, 12, 14–16], but here we focus in
more detail on the implications of such measurements regard-
ing the nature of the instability.
The Se 4px,y-derived hole-like states at the Γ point are
shown in Fig. 2(a). Without spin-orbit coupling, these hole
bands would be degenerate at the Γ point, but the sizeable
spin-orbit interaction for these states splits the bands by ≈
200 meV [21]. Neither hole band crosses the chemical po-
tential, and both remain below the M-point conduction band
minimum (Fig. 2(c)). There has been some contention over
whether bulk TiSe2 is a semimetal or semiconductor in the
high-temperature phase [9, 17, 24], but monolayer TiSe2 is
undoubtedly a narrow-gap semiconductor at 300 K; we esti-
mate the normal state band gap to be 80 ± 20 meV (see Sup-
plementary Fig. S1). Thus, the ‘Fermi surface’ in the high
temperature phase consists only of rather small electron pock-
ets due to the unintentional doping of the Ti 3d conduction
band. This condition is far removed from the typical picture
of weak-coupling CDWs as an instability of a large Fermi sur-
face with significant nesting.
Upon cooling the sample, the hole bands shift to sub-
stantially higher binding energy (Fig. 2(b)), as can also be
seen from the temperature-dependent EDCs at the Γ point in
Fig. 2(g). The shape of the band also changes, developing
a more flattened dispersion near the valence band maximum.
These are both signatures of a hybridisation process occur-
ring at low temperatures. The temperature-dependent bind-
ing energy of both valence bands exhibit kinks at ≈ 220 K,
which we assign as the CDW critical temperature, Tc. It is
important to note that the two hole bands couple to the CDW
as a pair; even though the lower hole band maximum is at
≈ -300 meV, it experiences a similar band shift to the upper
branch. The fact that a band at such a high binding energy
is contributing significantly to the hybridisation is evidence
that the energy scale of the hybridisation interaction, ∆, must
be large - on the order of hundreds of meV. This implies that
2∆/kBTc  3.53, far exceeding the value for weak-coupling
electron-phonon superconductors. We investigate this quan-
titatively below, but already this qualitative finding implies
that the CDW transition in monolayer TiSe2 is in the strong-
coupling regime.
Consistent with this, we find a strong backfolded spectral
weight of the valence bands from the Γ to the M points below
Tc (Fig. 2(d,e)). Such a band backfolding is a famous signa-
ture of the CDW ordering in TiSe2 [11–13, 17, 18, 25, 26].
It is allowed as, for a 2×2 reconstruction, the M point be-
comes equivalent to the Γ∗ point of the reduced Brillouin zone
(Fig. 2(f)). The intensity that we find in Fig. 2(d,e) is, how-
ever, remarkably strong and can be detected down to at least
0.7 eV below EF . The spectral weight of backfolded features
is typically associated with the magnitude of ∆ [17], which
again points to a large energy scale of the hybridisation.
Moreover, we find that signatures of the backfolded spectral
weight at M persist above Tc. This is apparent in energy dis-
tribution curves (EDCs) from the M point, shown in Fig. 2(j),
where an extra shoulder feature is discernible in the spectrum
even at 259 K, well above Tc. Upon cooling, this feature gains
spectral weight and develops into the upper backfolded va-
lence band Tc [27]. Its presence above Tc points to precur-
sor fluctuations of the order parameter, sufficient to backfold
spectral weight on the fast timescale of photoemission, but
without the development of static long-range order. Such pre-
cursor fluctuations are another hallmark of a strong-coupling
second-order phase transition [17].
SELECTIVE HYBRIDISATIONS
Despite these clear signatures of a strong hybridisation pro-
cess being in play, surprisingly the occupied portion of the
conduction band is not pushed away, and there remains an
electron pocket in the ground state. In fact, the bottom of the
conduction band actually shifts continuously to higher bind-
ing energy upon cooling (Fig. 2(i)), which we attribute to
a substantial, but essentially trivial chemical potential effect
[28, 29]. There is no anomaly in the band position at Tc, and
no evident backfolding of the conduction band spectral weight
to the zone centre in the low-temperature state, both pointing
to a lack of band hybridisation of this state. These unusual
characteristics raise an important and hitherto unconsidered
question for monolayer TiSe2: if the observed electron pocket
has a non-bonding characteristic, then with which states did
the hole pockets hybridise?
To come to a better understanding of the hybridisation pro-
cess, which ultimately provides the energy gain required for
the CDW to occur, we turn to tight-binding modelling. A
recent theoretical study introduced a suitable model [20], in
which the parameters of the model were constrained by fitting
to DFT band dispersions. Here, we make two adaptations;
firstly, we adjust the energy difference of the Ti-d and Se-
p states in order to match the experimental band gap in the
normal state, and secondly we introduce an on-site spin-orbit
coupling term on the Se sites - see Methods for more details.
In Fig. 3(a), we overlay ARPES data obtained at 300 K with
the bands of the tight-binding model, showing excellent agree-
ment. At low temperatures, we implement the CDW ordering
by considering a 2×2 supercell, rendering the M and Γ points
equivalent in reciprocal space (Fig. 2(f)). For simplicity we
only consider the displacements of the Ti atoms, and rescale
the p − d hopping parameters according to the change in Se-
Ti bond lengths (making use of the calculated values for the
derivatives of the hopping parameters in Ref. [20]). This cre-
ates a new part of the Hamiltonian which breaks the symmetry
of the original 1x1 unit cell, creating terms that hybridise the
two hole pockets and three backfolded electron pockets (one
from each M-point). For the hybridised plot in Fig. 3(b), we
fix the Ti displacements at 0.02a, and also allow for a different
chemical potential as is observed experimentally [28].
Three backfolded electron pockets, one from each of the
M-points, would be degenerate at Γ∗ for infinitesimal atomic
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FIG. 3. a) Tight-binding band structure in the undistorted phase, overlying ARPES data obtained at T = 265 K. b) Tight-binding band structure
in the 2×2 phase, on top of data obtained at T = 19 K. c) Projections of the Se-p band character; note the lack of this on the non-bonding
electron pocket. d) Projection of the strength of d3z2−r2 character (cyan) vs other d orbital projections (magenta).
displacements. The tight-binding analysis reveals how these
backfolded bands split and develop distinctly different be-
haviour as a result of the new orbital hybridisations allowed
by the finite atomic displacements in the ordered phase. In
Fig. 3(c), we see that a pair of hybridised states pick up an in-
creased Se character and are shifted upwards in energy. These
are the states which have hybridised with the hole pockets,
causing them to flatten and to be pushed above EF. Without
spin-orbit coupling, these would form a doublet, but due to
their acquired partial Se character the spin-orbit coupling lifts
their degeneracy. These hybridised bands lie a little above
EF in the unoccupied states. They are thus inaccessible to
ARPES, however they should be accessible indirectly via op-
tical transitions that become allowed belowEF , similar to sig-
natures measured on bulk TiSe2 [30, 31], or more directly by
inverse photoemission spectroscopy or in tunneling measure-
ments.
There remains a singlet state below EF in Fig. 3(c), how-
ever, which does not develop any increased Se character. This
indicates that it is not hybridised with the valence band states,
and thus remains below EF. The fact that this state does not
bond can be better understood by the projection onto the Ti
states in Fig. 3(d), where it is evident that the non-bonding
state corresponds to the Ti d3z2−r2 projection [9] [32]. The
d3z2−r2 projection is equivalent to a fully symmetric combi-
nation of the wavefunctions of the three backfolded conduc-
tion bands, creating a highly-symmetric wavefunction which
is forbidden to hybridise with any combination of px and py
orbitals (at least, exactly at the Γ∗ point of the reconstructed
cell).
The dichotomous behaviour of the bonding and non-
bonding electron band branches reconciles the unusual exper-
imental signatures discussed above. Since the observed elec-
tron pocket is from the non-bonding band, it has no coupling
to the new periodicity of the CDW, and thus does not appear
backfolded at the Γ point in the experimental measurements
(i.e., it has negligible spectral weight). Moreover, its energy
does not change as a function of hybridisation in the model;
its shift in Fig. 3(b) compared to (a) is only due to an overall
chemical potential shift. This explains the lack of any appar-
ent anomaly in the temperature-dependence of the observed
conduction band on cooling through Tc (Fig. 2(h)).
Importantly, this means that the experimental band gap
is not an adequate representation of the energy scale of the
CDW. As indicated in Fig. 3(b) the band gap EG measures
only the hybridised valence bands with respect to the non-
bonding conduction band, not to the hybridised states above
EF . Thus, while the band gap does open up below Tc (Sup-
plementary Fig. S1), considering EG alone would give a sig-
nificant underestimate of the true energy scale of 2∆. The
full hybridisation scale can instead be estimated from the en-
ergy gap between the uppermost valence band and the lowest
hybridised branch of the conduction band, E′G in Fig. 3(b),





Taking EG0 = 80 meV (Supplementary Fig. S1)) and
E′G=218 meV (from our optimised tight binding analysis,
Fig. 3(b)) yields 2∆ = 203 meV. Taking Tc = 220 K from
the kink in the valence band energies in Fig. 2(i), the ratio
2∆/kBT is found to be 10.7. This places the CDW instability
of monolayer TiSe2 firmly in the strong-coupling limit [17].
Proper identification of the relevant hybridised states is es-
sential for understanding the energy scale that underpins the
charge ordering instability. This, in turn, can give impor-
tant insights into its microscopic origin. There has been a
long-standing discussion of whether electronic/excitonic in-
teractions are an important, or even crucial, factor in en-
abling the structural distortion to occur in TiSe2 [18, 19, 25–
27, 31, 33]. Indeed, it is sometimes argued that hybridisa-
tion energy scales on the order of those observed here would









































































be too large to explain the CDW instability from structural
terms alone, arguably pointing to an important role of addi-
tional electronic interactions [20] and an excitonic insulator
scenario [19]. However it has been and remains challenging
to tackle this issue quantitatively, since the structural and puta-
tive electronic terms break the same symmetry and are argued
to be cooperative [20].
The simplifications of the band structure in the monolayer
give a fresh chance for quantitative analysis, by comparison
with tight-binding modelling in a markedly simplified system
as compared to the bulk [9]. Within our model, the magni-
tude of the band hybridisation is set purely by the Ti atomic
displacements; i.e., we do not invoke any other electronic
terms. Importantly, we find good agreement on the energies
of the hybridised bands when setting the value of the Ti dis-
placement to 0.02a; this optimal value is in very good agree-
ment with the experimentally-determined lattice distortion in
monolayer TiSe2 [34], which is similar to the bulk value [8].
In other words, within our model, the new symmetry-breaking
single-particle hopping terms in the Hamiltonian induced by
the known atomic displacements can alone account for the
full energy scale of the hybridisation found experimentally.
Our results would thus be consistent with a transition driven
dominantly by electron-phonon coupling, which is enabled
by the resulting electronic energy gain from band hybridis-
ation in the vicinity of the Fermi level which becomes al-
lowed due to the atomic displacements, similar to a regular
CDW. We caution, however, that the single-particle spectral
function as obtained from ARPES can only ever offer indi-
rect evidence for or against the presence of two-particle bound
states such as excitons, and our measurements here do not ex-
clude a cooperative role for excitonic interactions in mediating
the transition [35]. Nonetheless, our results highlight that the
structurally-induced hybridisations undoubtedly play a strong
role in enabling this phase transition to occur.
SUPPRESSING THE CDW BY ELECTRON DOPING
While our measurements indicate that stoichiometric TiSe2
should be a narrow-gap semiconductor, all MBE-grown sam-
ples that we fabricated were found to be degenerately n-
doped. This may partially arise due to an intrinsic charge
transfer from the substrate. However, another known effect
is that Se has a very high vapour pressure, making it likely
for Se vacancies to form. This suggests possibilities to tune
the carrier density via deliberate introduction of Se vacan-
cies. Upon heating the film in vacuum to ∼ 500 ◦C, a film
that originally had a band structure resembling Fig. 4(a) was
transformed into a highly electron-doped system, with a very
large electron pocket as shown in Fig. 4(c), presumably due
to the release of Se atoms. We found, however, that more
controllable sample stoichiometry can be achieved by tuning
the the growth temperature in conjunction with post-growth
annealing steps. Both the sample growth and post-growth an-
nealing are performed in a substantial partial pressure of Se
(≈1×10−7mbar), during which there is a dynamical balance
between Se vacancies being formed and refilled, depending on
parameters including the substrate temperature. In Fig. 4(b,e)
we show the ARPES results on a film after growth at a rela-
tively high temperature of 650◦C and annealing at 500◦C, re-
sulting in a moderately doped (i.e. Se deficient) sample where
the electron pocket has expanded to a kF of 0.27 Å−1 (ne ≈
0.10(1)). Interestingly, there is no evidence for backfolding of
the hole pockets in this sample, and the hole pockets are found
at higher energy in Fig. 4(e) as compared with Fig. 4(d), in-
dicating the absence of hybridisation here. These signatures
demonstrate that the CDW becomes unfavourable when the
filling of the electron pocket becomes too large.
We show in Fig. 4(f) the relationship between the intensity
of the backfolded hole pockets, a proxy for the strength of the
CDW order, and the kF value of the electron pocket, which we
use as a proxy for the electron doping, as determined across
9 separate samples. As the electron band becomes increas-
ingly filled, the backfolded intensity gradually reduces until it
becomes completely suppressed, indicating the destruction of
the CDW order. By extrapolation, we find a critical value of
around kF ≈0.22(2) Å, which approximately corresponds to
0.06(2) extra electrons per Ti [36]. The critical doping level
for suppression of the CDW in monolayer TiSe2 is thus com-
parable with the bulk material [37, 38].
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
On the one hand, we can consider that the CDW of TiSe2
is rather robust; it not only exists in both bulk and mono-
layer forms, but also in all known few-layer forms (e.g.
Ref. [13, 39]). Moreover, the CDW persists in monolayers
grown on different substrates; here we have considered only
SiC/graphene, but similar data including sharp signatures of
the backfolded bands can be obtained on graphite (HOPG,
see Supplementary Fig. S3), while CDW signatures have also
been reported for TiSe2 grown on MoS2 [15]. The CDW also
seems to be relatively insensitive to the higher levels of dis-
order present in MBE-grown films compared to high-quality
single crystals. Alongside the numerous spectral signatures
discussed above, these observations point towards a strong-
coupling nature of the charge ordering.
On the other hand, we have shown that the charge ordering
in monolayer TiSe2 can be suppressed by a modest electron
doping of only 0.06(2) extra electrons per Ti. The suppres-
sion of a charge-ordered state by a tuning parameter such as
electron-doping is commonly observed across many families
of quantum materials [40–42]. For weak-coupling instabili-
ties, one might argue that the suppression is linked to changes
in the Fermi surface that move the system away from a nest-
ing condition, or away from a peak in the density of states at
the Fermi level. However, given that TiSe2 is a narrow-gap
semiconductor, and the evidence for a strong-coupling-type
instability here, a different rationale is necessary. From the
excitonic insulator perspective, it could be reasoned that the
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FIG. 4. Variation of ARPES spectra with sample preparation method. a) Sample grown at 300 ◦C and annealed at 500 ◦C under a Se flux
after growth; b) Sample grown at 650 ◦C with a 500◦C post-growth anneal in Se flux; c) Sample grown at 350 ◦C and annealed in vacuum at
∼500◦C following growth. d,e) Hole band dispersions at Γ corresponding to samples (a) and (b), respectively. f) Comparison of the backfolded
intensity across multiple samples. Where backfolding was observed, it became weaker in intensity with increasing kF , while the sample shown
in (b,e) marks the first point where no backfolding was observed. The metric used for determining the magnitude of backfolding is defined in
Supplemental Figure S2.
added free carriers tend to screen out the Coulomb interaction
between electrons and holes, i.e. doping suppresses the order-
ing by suppressing the microscopic interaction. However, in
such a case, the weaker screening environment of the mono-
layer as compared to the bulk might be expected to strengthen
the instability, leading to a higher Tc, while the Tc observed
here is only slightly higher (by ≈ 20 K) than in the bulk, again
pointing to a strong importance of the lattice instability here.
Irrespective of the microscopics of the interaction, our tight
binding analysis gives a rationalisation of the doping depen-
dence from a purely energetic perspective. The downward en-
ergetic shift of the occupied hole bands due to the electron-
hole hybridisation is the primary source of the energy gain in
the CDW phase [25]. However, partial filling of the electron
bands means that these also contribute to the overall energetic
considerations. We recall that the conduction band minimum
in the ordered state is of non-bonding character (Fig. 3), and
it does not participate in the CDW. The additional filling of
this non-bonding band alone therefore does not give rise to
a significant energetic penalty (compared with the equivalent
filling of the electron band in the undistorted phase) and the
CDW remains stable as the energy gain in the hybridised hole
bands is unaffected. However, if the doping level becomes
sufficiently high that the hybridised branches of the conduc-
tion band states, which are located just above EF in Fig. 3(b-
d), would become occupied, then the overall electronic en-
ergy gain of the CDW ordering would become quickly nulli-
fied. Thus, up to a point, electron doping will not significantly
weaken the CDW order (e.g. even our lowest-doping samples
have a doping level of ∼ 0.03 per Ti). Once a doping threshold
is reached, however, the hybridised branch of the conduction
band would become sufficiently populated so as to remove the
energetic gain of forming the 2×2 phase; the CDW transition
thus becomes suppressed. In our tight-binding model, occupa-
tion of the hybridised electron states would commence when
the kF of the non-bonding conduction band (in the ordered
phase) exceeds 0.18 Å−1, which compares well with the ex-
perimental finding (Fig. 4(f)) that no signatures of CDW order
are found in samples with kF & 0.21 Å−1.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a strong-coupling








































































CDW instability in monolayer TiSe2 that hybridises electron
and hole-like states across the indirect band gap. However,
the conduction band that is observed at low temperatures has
peculiar properties that indicate non-bonding characteristics,
as confirmed by our tight-binding modelling. With control of
the growth temperature and post-growth annealing, the stoi-
chiometry of the samples may be controlled, principally by
the introduction of Se vacancies. Although the CDW is ini-
tially tolerant to some off-stoichiometry, with increased fill-
ing of the conduction band beyond x ∼ 0.06(2) we found
that the CDW may be completely suppressed. Monolayer
TiSe2 is thus shown to be a simpler, and more tunable, system
than bulk TiSe2, and as such provides an excellent test-case
for quantitative analysis of the much-debated electronic and
structural instability. Moreover, in bulk TiSe2, a small super-
conducting dome is found near the critical point for suppres-
sion of the CDW order [37]; given the similarity in doping-
dependence of the monolayer system observed here to the
bulk, our results suggest an exciting possibility that such a
superconducting dome could be realised also for monolayer
TiSe2, motivating future studies of this intriguing CDW ma-
terial in monolayer form.
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METHODS
Sample preparation: 7×3 mm2 wafers of n-type 6H-
SiC(0001) were used for graphene synthesis. After cleaning
using acetone and isopropanol, two of these wafers were made
into a sandwich with the Si terminated surfaces facing each
other with 0.1 mm Ta spacers between them on either end.
The wafers are then loaded into a dedicated UHV chamber
equipped with a pyrometer to measure the temperature. Af-
ter annealing at ∼ 600 ◦C for two hours using direct current
heating, the temperature is further increased to 1500 ◦C for 7
minutes to create a bilayer of graphene. Once loaded into the
growth chamber, these substrates are degassed at a tempera-
ture at least 100 ◦C higher than the growth temperature for
∼ 40 minutes.
The base pressure of the growth chamber is
∼ 3 × 10−10 mbar. A valved cracker cell with 5N-pure
Se and a high temperature cell with 4N-pure Ti are used as
sources. Materials fluxes are measured in beam equivalent
pressure (BEP) using a retractable ion gauge. A variety
of growth temperatures and parameters were used, but a
typical sample (GM2 – 156) was grown at 400 ◦C for 70
minutes, using a Ti cell temperature of 1340 ◦C and Se cell
temperature of 140 ◦C while maintaining the Se cracker
zone at 500 ◦C. Cell temperatures were adjusted for other
sample growths in order to maintain a constant Ti BEP of
∼ 6 × 10−10 mbar and at least an order of magnitude greater
Se flux. A post-growth annealing, under Se partial pressure,
was found to improve the data quality on some samples. A
more wide-ranging analysis of the growth modes achieved in
different parameter regimes can be found in Ref. [22].
ARPES: ARPES measurements in Figures 1, 2 and 4
were performed using a helium lamp source, i.e. a photon
energy hν = 21.2 eV. The photoelectrons are analysed with a
Specs Phoibos 225 analyser. Reference measurements were
made on polycrystalline gold samples to establish the Fermi
level. The vacuum level was typically 3×10−11 mbar. The
ARPES system is connected by UHV transfers to the growth
chamber. ARPES measurements in Figure 3 were obtained
at beamline CASSIOPEE, at the synchrotron Soleil using
a photon energy of 40 eV. In additional, x-ray absorption
spectroscopy measurements (Fig. 1(e)) were performed in
total electron yield mode at the APE Beamline of Elettra
synchrotron [43]. For both of these experiments, the samples
were prepared with an amorphous Se cap which was then
removed by heating to ∼ 220 ◦C at the beamline.
Tight-binding model: Our model is an adaptation of that
provided by Kaneko et al [20]. We keep all of the values of
the hopping parameters from that study, but adjust the onsite
energy of the p orbitals from -2.171 to -2.456 eV; the lowering
of the Se p states relative to the Ti d states is how we reach a
semiconducting (rather than semimetallic) state in the undis-
torted phase, in agreement with our experiments. Our model
has a band gap of 71 meV (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for fur-
ther discussion of the normal state band gap). We also add an
on-site spin-orbit coupling term on the Se sites (λ=0.105 eV).
This interaction opens up the substantial splitting of the Se
px, py states at Γ. For best agreement with the data we add
an overall chemical potential term of 0.205 (0.17) eV in the
undistorted (distorted) phases. The distorted phase is im-
plemented by constructing a 2×2 expanded unit cell, and









































































rescaling the hopping parameters between Ti and neighbour-
ing Se sites according to the known pattern of atomic displace-
ments [8], only implementing the displacements of Ti for sim-
plicity. For this we make use of the derivatives of the p − d
hopping parameters listed in Ref. [20]. For the calculations in
Fig. 3(b-d), the Ti displacements have a magnitude of 0.02*a,
where a is the lattice constant.
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